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Abstract

This paper explores the implications of recent developments in ﬁrm-based trade theory and empirics for trade policy
and negotiations. While traditional trade theory focused on the country, and the new trade theory of the 1980s
adopted the industry as the unit for analysis, the newest theory emphasizes the role of ﬁrms and ﬁrm heterogeneity in
international trade. We describe insights from this reformulation of theory and the empirical literature that illuminates
it. The realities of trade as now understood show the need for a new new trade policy. Evaluating trade at the level of
the ﬁrm implies that overcoming ﬁrm-level ﬁxed costs of trade and reducing uncertainty lead to increased trade along
margins that generate the highest productivity, innovation and welfare gains. The traditional market access agenda
ought now to be less important on the multilateral agenda than services, standards, trade facilitation, procurement and
innovation policy. The analytical needs of a new new trade policy require new models and more access to ﬁrm-level
data to formulate and evaluate the multifaceted impacts of trade policy.

Policy Implications

•
•
•

Heterogeneous ﬁrm models allow trade negotiators to evaluate the impact of policy on the potential expansion of
trade in products that previously were not traded, the diversiﬁcation of exported products into new markets and
the entry of new trading ﬁrms.
New models support the importance trade negotiators now attach to lowering the domestic regulatory obstacles
that restrict market access for ﬁrms.
Negotiators need access to quantitative studies on how individual ﬁrms (traders, nontraders and potential traders)
will be affected by changes in policy.

When national competitiveness is invoked as a policy
objective, trade experts often retort that countries do not
trade, ﬁrms do. This focus on the importance of the ﬁrm
in international trade is consistent with recent developments in trade theory and helps to explain observed
© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

trends in the agenda for trade negotiations. In this paper
we provide an overview of recent developments in trade
theory and empirics. We discuss the implications of these
recent developments for trade policy and negotiations.
This conceptual review is primarily directed toward trade
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policy practitioners who are interested in the theoretical
basis for the increasing trend toward considering the role
of ﬁrms in trade policy and to readers familiar with the
heterogeneous ﬁrm trade literature who are interested in
policy implications.
Traditional trade theory argues that countries gain
from exporting goods and services that they are relatively good at producing while importing goods and services that other countries are relatively good at
producing, but this theory does not fully explain
observed trade patterns. Recognizing the anomalies in
actual trade patterns, the ‘new trade theory’ of the 1980s
focused on industries rather than countries as the basic
unit of trade, leading Paul Krugman to suggest the need
for a ‘new trade policy’ (Krugman, 1992). Recent work on
what some call the ‘new new trade theory’ focuses on
the trading activities of individual ﬁrms and makes tight
links between trade, innovation and productivity. In this
ﬁrm-based approach, trade still plays an important role
in a country’s growth and prosperity, but our understanding of the complex mechanisms through which
trade has positive and normative impacts has changed.
The primary elements of this new framework for analyzing trade – ﬁrms that differ in productivity, ﬁxed and
variable costs of trade, varied margins of ﬁrm-level
adjustments, economies of scale, imperfect competition –
had been discussed by researchers and policy makers for
many years before the ideas were formalized in the seminal theoretical model of Melitz (2003). That work, and
other theoretical and empirical research, clariﬁes mechanisms and issues that could not be addressed in previous
models of trade. We do not attempt to review the vast
literature on ‘Melitz style models’, though we do offer a
guide to key articles. We primarily draw attention to the
policy implications of economic models of trade based
on heterogeneous ﬁrm theory. Given that heterogeneity
exists at many levels, models help us make sense of the
complexity we observe, and ought to allow causal predictions about how trade ﬂows will respond to policy
changes. Hence, in light of the new models, Krugman’s
question must be asked again: does the new new trade
theory warrant a new new trade policy? We argue in the
afﬁrmative.
Several policy implications emerge from this recent
ﬁrm-level approach to the analysis of trade. In addition to
the effects on existing trade ﬂows, trade negotiators
should evaluate the impact of policy on the potential
expansion of trade in products that previously were not
traded, the diversiﬁcation of exported products into new
markets, and the entry of new trading ﬁrms. The recent
emphasis on the role of ﬁxed costs that limit ﬁrms’ access
to foreign markets, and the positive links between this
access and aggregate productivity growth, supports the
importance trade negotiators now attach to lowering the
regulatory obstacles that restrict market access for ﬁrms.
Global Policy (2015) 6:2
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Given the product and process innovation that is closely
associated with entry into trade, these policies should be
coordinated with industrial and innovation policies. An
essential objective in lowering the ﬁxed costs of entry
into trade is making it easier for ﬁrms to understand the
regulations that govern new products and new markets.
Recognizing the importance of ﬁrm heterogeneity also
implies that trade negotiators need access to quantitative
studies based on ﬁrm and industry-level data analysis that
provide information on how individual ﬁrms will be
affected by changes in policy. Such disaggregated data
and a value-added approach to measuring trade ﬂows is
essential for quantitative assessments of the impact of
trade liberalization policies on ﬁrm, industry and economy-level employment, output and productivity.
This paper does not address concerns about policy
space, or how trade policy can conﬂict with other policy
objectives. We show how new economic models let us
see well-established aspects of trade in a clearer light,
and then draw some policy implications. This parsimonious ambition for our conceptual review means that we
do not attend to other literatures at the nexus of trade
theory and policy, notably literatures on how the preferences of multinational ﬁrms affect political and regulatory outcomes.
Section 1 of this paper brieﬂy discusses the evolution
of trade theory. Section 2 describes some of the empirical and theoretical developments in the newest trade
literature while Section 3 discusses several general policy
implications emanating from this approach. Section 4
examines the implications of the issues raised in
the previous two sections for relationships between
governments and ﬁrms. In Section 5 we stress the need
for improved access to, and analysis of, ﬁrm-level data
for providing a more complete understanding of the
formulation and impact of trade policy.

1. The evolution of trade theory
Traditional trade theory, based on comparative advantage, adopts the country as its basic unit for analysis.
Countries trade because they differ in their technologies
and/or their relative supplies of factors. The greater these
differences, the greater the volume of trade. The theory
also predicts that trade will be across industries,
increased trade will result in both increased production
specialization within countries and in decreased income
inequality across countries. A general policy implication
is that national welfare will increase through the mutual
specialization induced by the dismantling of trade
barriers.
This approach, however, does not fully explain
observed trade patterns and the impact of trade liberalization measures. A great deal of actual trade is within
industries and between countries that are fairly similar in
© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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their factor supplies and technological level; liberalizing
countries frequently diversify their production; and
increased trade is often accompanied by increased crosscountry inequality.
The ‘new trade theory’ developed in the 1980s
focused on industries as the unit of analysis and provided explanations for some of these observations. Many
models in this literature incorporated increasing returns
in production and monopolistic competition among
ﬁrms using identical production technologies (Helpman
and Krugman, 1985). This new approach strengthened
the case for trade liberalization by pointing to additional
sources of gains: a rise in efﬁciency resulting from
increased scale of production and welfare gains for consumers from access to increased product variety and
possibly from decreases in mark-ups of prices over marginal cost. Some papers suggested a role for ‘strategic
trade policy’ with targeted subsidies for particular export
industries to exploit increasing returns and to shift
proﬁts from foreign ﬁrms toward domestic ﬁrms. But
some predictions of the new trade theory were still
inconsistent with some features of trade data. Exporting
industries typically do not export to all countries and
import-competing industries sometimes experience efﬁciency gains following trade liberalization, despite a
smaller scale of production.
The next major development in trade theory, the ‘new
new trade theory’ introduced in the early 2000s, shifted
the unit of analysis from industries to ﬁrms. These models share many of the features of the monopolistic competition models in the ‘new trade theory’ of the 1980s
but introduce differences in ﬁrms’ characteristics within
industries, especially with regard to productivity. In this
environment, increased trade forces the least efﬁcient
ﬁrms out of the market and generates within industry
reallocations of resources from low productivity to high
productivity ﬁrms. These models also shed light on ﬁrmlevel innovation responses to trade liberalization and
spillovers from interactions in foreign markets. In the
next section we brieﬂy elaborate on empirical and theoretical developments in this research.

2. Trade according to the new new trade
empirics and theory
The structure of the newest theoretical models of trade
that focus on ﬁrm-level analysis is motivated by observations emerging from empirical studies of the international activities of ﬁrms that use ﬁrm and plant-level data
from a wide set of countries. In this section, we ﬁrst
brieﬂy describe some of those key facts and provide references to relevant papers. We then describe a baseline
model of trade based on ﬁrm heterogeneity to clarify the
insights that have arisen from the new developments in

© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

trade theory, and we close by discussing extensions to
the basic model.
Empirics of firm heterogeneity and trade
First, not all ﬁrms in an industry export or use imported
inputs. While the actual frequency varies by country,
among ﬁrms that do engage in trade, exporters often
export only a small portion of their output and imported
inputs often account for only a small share of ﬁrms’
inputs (Bernard and Jensen, 1995).
Second, ﬁrms that export, ﬁrms that use imported
inputs, and ﬁrms that engage in foreign direct investment tend to be larger, more productive, relatively more
capital and skilled labour-intensive, and pay higher
wages than ﬁrms that do not participate in international
markets. Furthermore, ﬁrms entering export markets tend
to grow faster than nonexporters (Bernard et al., 2003;
Bernard, Jensen and Schott, 2009; Eaton, Kortum and
Kramarz, 2011; Kasahara and Lapham, 2013).
Third, ﬁrms’ and industries’ international activities
exhibit volatility over time. In particular, the magnitude
of existing trade ﬂows by incumbent ﬁrms ﬂuctuates.
These quantity adjustments are labelled as ‘intensive
margin’ responses. In addition, industries exhibit ﬁrm
entry into and exit from export and import markets and
ﬂuctuations in the composition and destination of
exported products. Such adjustments in the type and
number of ﬁrms, products and markets are labelled as
‘extensive margin’ responses (Bernard et al., 2012; Eaton,
Kortum, and Kramarz, 2011; Kasahara and Lapham,
2013).
Fourth, empirical studies of actual trade liberalizations
provide evidence that the aggregate productivity
increases following trade reform are primarily a result of
within-industry reallocations of resources rather than
across-industry reallocations (Bernard, Jensen and Schott,
2006; Fernandes, 2007; Khandelwal and Topalova, 2011;
Treﬂer, 2004).
Fifth, ﬁrms’ technology adoption choices are linked to
their decisions regarding participation in trading activities. Firms entering export markets tend to adopt newer,
mass production technologies. Further, spillover effects
at the ﬁrm level from engaging in international activities
include import-related and export-related learning effects
(Aw, Roberts, and Xu, 2011; Baldwin and Gu, 2003;
Bernard, Redding and Schott, 2011; Bustos, 2011; De
Loeker, 2007; Keller, 2004; Lileeva and Treﬂer, 2010).
A baseline model of firm heterogeneity and trade
We now describe the key features of a seminal model of
ﬁrm heterogeneity and trade formalized by Melitz (2003).
We ﬁrst explain the basic mechanisms at work that dic-
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tate the adjustments in a country following a trade liberalization initiative.
On the production side, there is a single industry with
many ﬁrms. The ﬁrms use heterogeneous increasingreturns-to-scale technologies and sell differentiated
goods under monopolistic competition. On the demand
side, there are consumers whose welfare is increasing in
the quantity and variety of goods they consume and
who earn income from supplying their labour. The trading environment is characterized by ﬁxed and variable
costs of trade.
Only a fraction of ﬁrms in an industry will sell to foreign consumers as well as to consumers in their own
country. Indeed, only the most productive ﬁrms will
choose to be an exporter. These ﬁrms will also tend to
be the largest ﬁrms in their industry, a result that
emerges from increasing returns in production. Also,
because the number of active ﬁrms and the fraction of
those ﬁrms that are exporters are endogenous, those
variables will ﬂuctuate with shocks to the economy.
These characteristics of the theoretical economy are consistent with the ﬁrst three facts emanating from ﬁrmlevel empirical analysis described above.
Now consider the effects of a trade liberalization initiative that expands the trading opportunities for a country,
such as an increase in the number of the country’s trading partners, or a decrease in the variable or ﬁxed costs
of exporting. The larger market leads to an increase in
the number of ﬁrms that export. Those ﬁrms, as well as
the previously exporting ﬁrms, expand their production,
putting upward pressure on the real wage, and making it
no longer proﬁtable for the least productive ﬁrms to
operate. Firms with intermediate levels of productivity –
high enough to survive but not high enough to export –
continue to produce but contract. This exit and
contraction shifts labour from the least efﬁcient ﬁrms
toward the most efﬁcient ﬁrms, generating an increase in
average industry productivity. These mechanisms are
consistent with the impact of observed trade liberalization as described above.
We stress the important role in this approach of ﬁxed
costs of trade. Examples of such costs include the expenditures that ﬁrms must undertake to obtain foreign market intelligence, address foreign regulatory requirements,
set up distribution networks in export markets, and so
forth. The presence of these ﬁxed and sunk costs implies
that there will be signiﬁcant differences in responses of
ﬁrms to trade liberalization in regard to operations and
participation in international markets. Thus, the model
predicts signiﬁcant extensive margin responses in addition to the intensive margin responses present in the
older models of trade.
These models can be used to explore the normative
effects of trade liberalization. The increase in the real
wage associated with the rise in productivity, and the
Global Policy (2015) 6:2
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increased variety of goods available to consumers, lead
to a rise in national and individual welfare under conventional assumptions. The emphasis on ﬁrm and consumerlevel analysis in the new research provides a better
understanding of the complex margins along which a
country adjusts to changes in the trading environment,
which is essential for evaluating the overall and individual welfare effects of trade policy.
Other models of firm heterogeneity and trade
We now brieﬂy describe some extensions of this baseline
model of trade with heterogeneous ﬁrms. Readers interested in a review of theoretical developments in models
of ﬁrm heterogeneity and trade should see Greenaway
and Kneller (2007), Helpman (2006), Melitz and Redding
(2014), Melitz and Treﬂer (2012) and Redding (2011).
Other papers have explored the implications of ﬁrm
heterogeneity for international market activities beyond
exporting, such as foreign direct investment, imported
inputs and global value chains (Antras and Helpman,
2004, 2008; Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008; Helpman, Melitz, and Yeaple, 2004; Kasahara and Lapham,
2013; and Ma, Van Assche and Hong 2009). Another tranche of the literature explores the links between ﬁrms’
international activities and their innovation activities: see,
for example, Atkeson and Burstein (2010), Baldwin and
Yan (2010), Bustos (2007), Constantini and Melitz (2008),
Ederington and McCalman (2008) and Yeaple (2005).
Other open economy models with heterogeneous
ﬁrms introduce labour market frictions to explore the
linkages between trade, unemployment and wage
inequality. Many papers predict that more productive
ﬁrms will pay higher wages and employ more highly
skilled workers, consistent with empirical ﬁndings, and
that a fall in trade costs will reduce inequality and unemployment when trade costs are low but will raise these
variables when costs are high (Amiti and Davis, 2012;
Davis and Harrigan, 2011; Helpman and Itskhoki, 2010;
and Helpman, Itskhoki and Redding, 2013).
To summarize, modern models of international trade
place emphasis on the important roles of ﬁrm-level differences and ﬁrm-level sunk and ﬁxed costs of participating in international markets. These models highlight the
reallocation of resources across ﬁrms in response to
changes in the trading environment and the associated
changes in aggregate productivity and in the innovation
activity of ﬁrms. The models also provide a framework
for a micro-level analysis of the aggregate and individual
welfare effects of trade liberalization. The complexity of
these models implies that policy has the potential to
impact ﬁrm entry and exit, the intensive and extensive
margins of ﬁrms’ international activities, the manner in
which ﬁrms organize their production, ﬁrms’ innovation
decisions, the degree of product variety available to con© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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sumers, unemployment, etc. Some theoretical papers
have examined the formulation and the effects of speciﬁc trade policies in models with ﬁrm-level heterogeneity, including Abel-Koch (2013), Das, Roberts and Tybout
(2007) and Demidova and Rodriguqez-Clare (2009) but
this area is in need of further research. In the next section, we focus the discussion on some of the implications
emanating from this new ﬁrm-level approach to trade
analysis that are particularly relevant for trade policy
practitioners.

3. Towards a new new trade policy
The emphasis in the new new trade theory on ﬁrm-level
heterogeneity, the importance of ﬁxed costs of participating in international markets, and the increasing complexity
of global strategies of ﬁrms does not change the basic
message of trade theory regarding the existence of gains
from international trade. Indeed, the newest theory suggests that these gains are potentially larger than previously thought but the trade policy implications are
different. Understanding these realities requires adjusting
the usual conceptual models that trade negotiators use in
identifying their offensive and defensive interests and in
evaluating the impact of new agreements. Note that we
refer to ‘trade policy’ as any government action that alters
the ﬂow of goods and services across international borders. Hence, trade policy includes both measures imposed
at the border, such as tariffs and import quotas, and regulatory policies, such as standards, competition policy, innovation and investment policies, and intellectual property
rights. Many trade policy analysts are aware of the new
ﬁrm-level models, and new issues are emerging on the
agenda of various trade negotiations. The contribution of
this section is to construct a systematic overview of the
basis for the emerging new new trade policy.
The importance of extensive margin responses
Trade negotiators typically focus on existing products
imported from and exported to current markets. While
increasing access to existing markets (the intensive margin) through traditional market access negotiations
remains important, the new new trade theory and empirical evidence indicate that trade liberalization is also likely
to lead to a diversiﬁcation of exports and imports across
products and markets (the extensive margin). In new new
trade policy, therefore, more focus should be placed on
new ﬁrms entering export and import markets, on
incumbent exporters’ introduction of new products into
existing markets, and on the diversiﬁcation of their
exports into new markets. If changes along these extensive margins, the rise in imports of new varieties, and the
increased use of global value chains are responsible for
increases in productivity growth, it may be more impor© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

tant to put negotiating resources towards markets where
access is limited now, rather than aiming at marginal
improvements in existing markets.
Some trade theorists argue that when countries’ tariff
levels are bound at low levels by trade agreements, governments in those countries may use domestic taxes,
subsidies and regulation to restrict market access (Antras
and Staiger, 2012a, 2012b; Blanchard, 2010). The World
Trade Organization (WTO) may need to focus, therefore,
on domestic policies that limit extensive margin
responses by ﬁrms to the lowering of explicit trade barriers. Given the uncertainties that potential exporters and
importers face, an intriguing possibility is that an important role of the WTO is to resolve uncertainty in the
mind of potential traders regarding the evolution of policies that affect market access (Dutt, Mihov and Van
Zandt, 2011).
From the perspective of reducing uncertainty, squeezing the water between bound and applied tariff rates
matters more than cutting applied rates, either in the
WTO or in a regional trade agreement (Handley, 2011;
Handley and Lim~ao, 2012). Of course ﬁrms are happier
still if the bound tariff at the conclusion of a negotiation
is lower than the applied tariff they faced at the outset.
Moreover reducing one’s own import tariffs, especially on
intermediates, matters for ﬁrm participation in global
value chains (Baldwin and Venables, 2013). When ﬁrms
are part of tightly linked global supply chains that pay little attention to borders, measures that restrict imported
inputs can act to harm a country’s exports. Detailed analysis of policy responses to the ﬁnancial crisis in seven
developing countries shows the power of this new reality
of vertical specialization to affect trade policy (Gawande,
Hoekman and Cui, 2011). Indeed this new reality may
even be leading to a drop in ﬁrm demands for antidumping investigations (Jensen, Quinn and Weymouth, 2014).
The original General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) rules on dumping and countervailing duties ﬁt
with the trade theories of the 1980s, where analysis of
an industry could be based on the ‘representative ﬁrm’
hypothesis. Under the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures only a sample of exporters are
investigated in a countervailing duty case. Under the
antidumping agreement, authorities in an importing
country may choose to investigate a sample of ﬁrms in
the exporting country, but then apply any resulting
duties to all exporting ﬁrms. Mavroidis and Sapir (2008)
argue that the agreement muddles whether it is countries or individual ﬁrms that are responsible for dumping
and that a revision of the agreement is needed. Firms
trade, not industries, and ﬁrms differ in their characteristics and in their trading behaviour both as domestic producers supposedly injured by dumping and as exporters
allegedly engaging in anticompetitive pricing. While the
best revision of the antidumping rules might be abolition
Global Policy (2015) 6:2
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(Collins-Williams, 2009), the insights of the newest trade
theories suggest some change is needed to reﬂect the
realities of the contemporary trading system.
Most of the empirical facts described in Section 2
above are primarily based on trade in goods rather than
in services, but services trade is rapidly increasing. Services were important in the Doha Round of negotiations
in the WTO, but progress was slow, perhaps in part
because negotiators do not fully appreciate that manufacturing ﬁrms depend on access to imports of services
and are producers of services as part of or accompanying
their products. If manufacturing ﬁrms are consulted when
developing strategy for services negotiations, they are
likely to stress the importance of temporary visas for
their experts (Mode 4 in the jargon) and may increasingly
stress the need to address restrictions on moving customer data across borders (Kommerskollegium, 2012).
The current approach to services negotiations multilaterally and regionally has proved insufﬁcient to overcome
the diverse regulatory and political interests at stake that
are lumped together to suit the convenience of trade
negotiators (Hoekman and Mattoo, 2013).
In summary, to evaluate the gains from trade liberalization, trade negotiators must look beyond the expansion of existing trade ﬂows. They should evaluate the
potential expansion of imports and exports of goods and
services that previously were not sold internationally,
diversiﬁcation into new markets, the entry of ﬁrms into
importing and exporting, and changes in the international components of ﬁrms’ production structures.
The importance of addressing policy-related fixed and
sunk costs of trade
The presence of signiﬁcant ﬁxed and sunk costs of
exporting, importing, outsourcing and foreign direct
investment changes the traditional market access
agenda. If ﬁrms must commit signiﬁcant resources to
enter and sustain a presence in foreign markets, then the
uncertainties inherent in the international arena loom
large. Firms that participate in international markets face
greater uncertainties about success abroad than at home.
They may have less knowledge than local ﬁrms in foreign
markets and face additional risks from ﬂuctuations in real
and nominal exchange rates. If market entry costs deter
ﬁrms from entering export and import markets, they also
have negative impacts on technology choice, productivity and the dynamism of ﬁrms.
When products are ‘made in the world’ many types of
regulatory differences can signiﬁcantly increase the costs
that ﬁrms must incur in international markets. Barriers
between third countries, including various nontariff measures (NTMs), such as certiﬁcation of conformance with
product safety standards and licensing requirements, can
be just as important as barriers put in place by direct
Global Policy (2015) 6:2
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partners. The impact of NTMs on international trade may
exceed that of tariffs (WTO, 2012c). Consider, for example, the challenges foreign ﬁrms face in China. The creation of the China Compulsory Certiﬁcation (CCC)
simpliﬁed and uniﬁed previous certiﬁcation systems
(WTO, 2012b), but full information on regulations is often
unavailable, or available only in Chinese, and foreign
assessment and certiﬁcation bodies are not accredited
(WTO, 2012a).
A related ﬁxed trade cost facing ﬁrms is associated
with learning what the relevant standards are in a foreign market. Some standards are global but others are
developed by a host of national standards bodies. In
both cases, ﬁrms beneﬁt from being able to participate
in the development of standards, but national systems of
standard-setting differ in their capacity to aggregate
national preferences up to international organizations,
and to diffuse information about new standards back to
ﬁrms. Larger, more productive ﬁrms are better able to
incur the costs of adapting to relevant standards and
may even participate in their development. Smaller ﬁrms
must inherently be standard-takers and often face signiﬁcant adjustment costs when standards change in foreign
markets.
When the ﬁxed costs of exporting are high but tariffs
are low, ﬁrms can also be hurt by the expensive procedures for getting products across borders. Thus, trade
facilitation assumes increased importance (Taylor and
Wilson, 2011; Mo€ıs
e and Bris, 2013), especially at the
extensive margin (Persson, 2013), with potential trade
cost reductions as high as 16 per cent for some developing countries (OECD, WTO and UNCTAD, 2013). Similarly,
customs cooperation is increasingly important from a
ﬁrm-centered global value chain perspective. The harmonized tariff system is not harmonized enough, since
every country has different classiﬁcation methods below
a certain level of product detail. Furthermore, different
rules on transfer prices and preferential rules of origin
compound the difﬁculties ﬁrms face in global markets
(Keck and Lendle, 2012). In addition, minor border frictions can be signiﬁcant barriers for the Internet-enabled
trade of micro ﬁrms (Melin, 2013).
The dynamic models of ﬁrm-based trade theory take
explicit account of the ongoing need for ﬁrms to make
investments in new technologies, products and markets
under uncertainty. For ﬁrms, the outcomes of these
investments can represent the difference between sustained or expanded presence in markets and exit from
the markets. For countries, innovation outcomes at the
ﬁrm level can change their apparent comparative
advantage. But just as innovation is important to trade
success, entry into export markets can drive ﬁrms to
innovate. Hence, there are strong and dynamic linkages
among trade policy, investment policy and innovation
policy.
© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The new new trade literature suggests that innovation
activities are not evenly distributed across ﬁrms; they are
concentrated in ﬁrms that tend to be large and multinational. The home bias in research and development
activities in multinational ﬁrms tends to concentrate
innovation in the countries that are the main sources for
outward foreign direct investment. Since the failure of
attempts to bring investment into the WTO at the
Canc
un WTO ministerial in 2003, negotiation of bilateral
investment agreements has proliferated. These agreements focus more on the treatment of established investors in developing countries and less on barriers to entry
for new investors between developed and developing
countries alike. The new new trade literature suggests
that this myopia may be misguided.
In summary, the new new trade theory highlights the
positive links between aggregate productivity growth
and ﬁrms’ access to foreign markets through exporting,
importing, foreign direct investment and global supply
chains. To encourage ﬁrms to diversify across markets
and to allow them to capitalize on the rapid rise of complex global supply chains, compatible and transparent
regulation along the production chain is essential. Trade
policy has a role in creating an enabling framework for
the global strategies of ﬁrms, although balancing the
objective of lower regulatory obstacles for ﬁrms with
legitimate domestic policy concerns is not easy.
A need for new new trade institutions
The newest ways of thinking about trade have implications regarding the feasible and optimal structure of
trade institutions. Firms were once thought to operate
largely within one country, subject to the regulatory control of the state. The explosive growth of trade, of the
multinational ﬁrm, and of global value chains has created
a situation in which the activities and boundaries of ﬁrms
extend far behind the border, suggesting that the
domain of trade institutions should do so as well. The
new reality was not well-addressed in the Doha Round
agenda, not least because of its origins in the Uruguay
Round ‘built-in agenda’ based on older theoretical
models.
Multilateral trade agreements are still good for trade,
the scepticism provoked by Rose (2004) notwithstanding,
and they are especially useful at the extensive margin
(Kim, 2011; Felbermayr and Kohler, 2006, 2010; Dutt,
Mihov and Van Zandt, 2011). Recent empirical studies
suggest that the impact of the WTO for a newly acceded
Member is almost exclusively on the extensive margin of
trade. Conversely, some evidence suggests that new preferential agreements may lead to a reduction in the extensive margin in absolute terms (Dutt, Mihov and Van
Zandt, 2011). Past GATT/WTO agreements may well have
been intended to limit the manipulation of the terms of
© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

trade (Bagwell and Staiger, 2011; Antras and Staiger,
2012a), but when tariffs matter less than rules for ﬁrms,
we need a richer understanding of what the WTO can do.
An emerging body of literature conjectures theoretically, and seeks to demonstrate empirically that greater
transparency improves trade ﬂows (Helble, Shepherd and
Wilson, 2009), perhaps by reducing ﬁxed or sunk costs
and policy uncertainty (van Tongeren, 2009; Handley and
Lim~ao, 2012). Transparency matters for small ﬁrms and
for ﬁrms without access to private information about foreign markets. Knowing the rules of an agreement is no
longer enough; governments and ﬁrms need to know
how those rules are being implemented in other markets, and they need ways to try to inﬂuence that implementation quickly. The WTO generally has much stronger
notiﬁcation and surveillance mechanisms than any regional agreement (save the EU), but more can be done to
make it easier for ﬁrms to use online sources of data on
the trade policy of members (Wolfe, 2013).
We cannot summarize the vast literature on WTO dispute settlement, but we note here that one scholar
explicitly uses heterogeneous ﬁrm theory to construct his
explanation of how it works. Bown (2009) calls the WTO
‘self-enforcing’ because members and their ﬁrms have to
do it themselves; the international organization only provides information and a forum. Firms must assess the
economic costs of the foreign restriction, convince their
own government to launch a WTO dispute, help prepare
the legal case, and help motivate policy change if the
dispute succeeds (Bown, 2009). It follows that only large
ﬁrms can rely on dispute settlement to enforce market
access, increasing the role for governments in using surveillance mechanisms to ensure that their trading partners are accountable for meeting their obligations
(Wolfe, 2014).
Members of existing trade institutions are adapting
slowly to the need to think in terms of ﬁrms, not industries or countries. The proliferation of mega-regional
trade negotiations notwithstanding, multilateral negotiations must take on increased importance as those agreements tend to produce standards that are more uniform
across markets. Also, multilateral standards are less likely
to be discriminatory. Despite claims to be tackling 21st
century trade issues in the mega-regionals, we see no
reason why such issues must necessarily be addressed in
preferential negotiations. Indeed such negotiations rarely
make much substantive progress in areas not covered in
the WTO (Hoekman, 2014).

4. Implications for understanding the political
economy of trade policy
Trade policy still begins at home: negotiators cannot
know their objectives without talking to economic actors,
but knowing who to talk to is now more complicated.
Global Policy (2015) 6:2
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The focus on heterogeneous ﬁrms as the key participants
in international markets helps us to understand why
negotiators face new challenges in evaluating their country’s commercial interests. The usual story has been that,
at the economy-wide level, overall welfare gains from
trade liberalization allow winners to compensate losers at
least implicitly – hence the logic of the WTO Single
Undertaking. We have always understood, however, that
this economic logic faces political difﬁculties. The new
new trade theory implies that the differential gains within
industries complicate the picture even further. Importcompeting industries that will shrink as a result of liberalization will nonetheless likely have ﬁrms that become
winners.
Standard explanations of trade policy preferences in
the political science literature are based on the assumption that individuals care about self-interest, not national
welfare, and that they know how to evaluate the effect
of policies on their income (Scheve and Slaughter, 2001).
Basing themselves on either Hecksher-Ohlin or RicardoViner models, the two approaches to disaggregating society on the basis of interests assume that individuals will
be motivated either by their skills and education or by
the industry in which they are employed. The newest
ﬁrm-based approaches suggest that it is reasonable to
ask whether heterogeneity in public opinion about trade
might be due to heterogeneity in where people work.
Similarly, scholars have long understood that explaining the policy preferences of ﬁrms, and hence their lobbying activity, requires understanding something about
whether they are import-competing or export-dependent. The trade theory and empirics of the 1980s focused
on intra-ﬁrm trade and found its counterpart in research
showing that multinational ﬁrms were less protectionist
than might otherwise be expected (Milner, 1988). One
might assume that large multinationals would lobby for
further liberalization today, but some research suggests
that ﬁrms that beneﬁt from market segmentation might
lobby against regulatory harmonization (WTO, 2013).
Negotiators also face obstacles ﬁnding vocal support
to counter vocal opposition to new agreements. The new
new theory suggests that mobilizing industry associations
in support of negotiations will be difﬁcult as they will be
conﬂicted because they represent both winners and losers. The traditional solution has been ﬁrst to research the
net beneﬁt to consumers of bilateral/multilateral trade
liberalization and then, second, to undertake economic
studies of the impact on key industries. The new new
trade approach implies that this second step may be
dated.

application and tests of the ideas of the new new trade
theory to real world policy problems requires more
extensive micro data sets and analysis. The traditional
macro-level approach to measuring the impacts of trade
agreements focused on quantifying expansions of existing trade ﬂows. Quantitative analysis is essential for
assessing the magnitude of the impact of trade liberalization, but negotiators must now examine the characteristics of individual ﬁrms. We also need to estimate
the potential expansion of micro-level trade by ﬁrms in
products and markets that we do not know about.
Firm-level data is required to estimate ﬁxed and sunk
costs associated with participation in international
markets
Furthermore, much of the previous micro-level data
analysis exclusively uses data from relatively large manufacturing ﬁrms. Yet the trading activities of small and
medium manufacturing ﬁrms as well as ﬁrms in agriculture, services, retail, etc. are economically important for
formulating and assessing the impact of trade policy,
particularly for some countries. Also, previous trade negotiating agendas tended to focus on mature industries
whereas the new new trade theory and policy suggests
that empirical attention should be placed on emerging
products, ﬁrms and industries.
The growth of global value chains makes the data
challenges even more urgent. The impact on a country’s
exports of its own import liberalization because of value
chain linkages is widely recognized by policymakers.
Attributing the full value of the product to the country
from which it is exported to its ﬁnal consumer destination can give an exaggerated idea of the importance of
trade with that country. A new accounting of a country’s
contribution to global trade is needed to take these linkages into proper account: we need a value-added concept of exports and imports, recognizing that imports
might embody a country’s previously exported components or intellectual property. The work that the WTO is
doing with the OECD on better statistics is invaluable, as
is the WTO’s own ‘made in the world’ initiative (OECD,
2013; Jara and Escaith, 2012).
In summary, theoretical ﬁrm-level analysis of trade has
increased the need for ﬁrm-level data and has highlighted the complex processes behind producing goods
for exporting, including the use of imported intermediates. Analysis of ﬁrm-level data allows for a quantitative
analysis of changes in policy and policy makers should
use a value-added approach to measure trade ﬂows to
provide an accurate picture of contributions to global
trade.

5. Firm-level data issues

Conclusions

The latest developments in trade theory were driven in
part by the increased availability of ﬁrm-level data. But

Our goal in this paper is to show the implications for
trade policy of new developments in heterogeneous
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ﬁrm trade theory and empirics. An important value of
new theories is to help us to be more systematic and
formal in our analysis of complex issues. This paper
shows how the policy perspective changes when we
focus on differentiated ﬁrms, in addition to industries
and countries.
The new new trade policy agenda is indeed familiar in
some respects: regulation and standards, procurement,
investment, competition policy, services liberalization,
export subsidies, labour mobility, regionalism and rules
of origin. Nondiscrimination and reciprocity still anchor
the trading system, and the law of comparative advantage has not been repealed, even if we now observe it
at the level of trade in tasks. It is worth noting, however,
how few of the elements included in this list involve traditional market access concerns.
To evaluate the gains from trade liberalization, trade
negotiators must look beyond the expansion of existing
trade ﬂows. They should evaluate the potential expansion of imports and exports of products that previously
were not sold internationally, the diversiﬁcation of currently exported products into new markets, the entry of
ﬁrms with purely domestic operations into exporting,
and changes in the international components of ﬁrms’
production structures.
The new agenda does overlap with the old, but we
show how new new trade policy requires an emphasis
on ﬁrms, which changes how one sees the agenda, and
what the objectives should be. The most-favored nation
and national treatment norms matter more than ever.
Tariffs remain an issue, but while ﬁrms like to see cuts
in applied rates, binding may be more signiﬁcant. Simplifying and coordinating border and customs procedures through the new WTO Trade Facilitation
Agreement might matter more than further efforts to
reduce tariff rates. Services negotiations might be more
urgent than further attention to trade in goods, even
for manufacturers. Investment rules need to address
right of establishment and not just asset protection.
Finally, in each country the new new trade policy needs
new models and new data, including value-added trade
data.
Thinking about ﬁrms, not just industries, will lead to
exciting new opportunities for trade negotiators and
create challenges. The new new trade policy underlines
the need to move past the impasse in the Doha Round
to start now to develop the agenda for the next round
of multilateral trade negotiations, but explaining the
new agenda to traditional interlocutors in business and
government will not be easy. Developing new models
and data sources will also be difﬁcult. But the payoff is
the opportunity for better trade policy. Even more
important, the new new theory places trade policy at
the heart of any government’s productivity and innovation agenda.
© 2014 University of Durham and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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